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ABSTRACT

Many qualitative studies of communication practices on social media have recognized that people's motivation for participating in social networks can vary greatly. Some people participate for fame and fortune, while others simply wish to chat with friends. In this paper, we study the implications of such heterogeneous intent for modeling information diffusion in social networks. We experiment with user-level perception of messages, analyze large-scale information cascades, and model information diffusion in heterogeneous-intent networks. We perform carefully designed user studies to establish the relationship between the intent and language style of a message sender. Style of the user appear to adapt their language to achieve different intents. We perform a large-scale data analysis on Twitter message cascades and confirm that message propagation through a network is correlated with historical representations of individuals' intents. Finally, we posit a simple analytical model of information diffusion in social networks that takes heterogeneous intents into account and find that this model is able to explain empirically observed properties of structural virality that are not explained by current models.
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• Information systems → Web mining; • Social and professional topics → User characteristics;
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1. INTRODUCTION

People participate in social media for many different reasons. Some join social media with the intention to socialize with friends or to meet new people. Others participate to promote a cause, or to gain fame as an authority or expert on their topics of interest. Much prior research has documented the many reasons why people choose to participate on social networks such as communicating real-world friends or making new contacts [23, 20], connecting with colleagues and building professional relationships [10], and connecting with users that act as information providers [19]. While some social networks cater to populations with relatively homogeneous intentions (e.g., online dating sites such as OkCupid focus on individuals interested in meeting others), the largest social networks, such as Facebook and Twitter, support a diverse population of users [5, 21, 32] with a large variety of intentions. Some of these social networks have also large participation of social bots to create social ties or promoting an orchestrated campaigns or advertisements [11, 29]. Such social networks are what we call heterogeneous-intent networks.

While there is no single unified theory of the relationship between an individual’s intent and their communication behaviors, researchers in the fields of communication and media, political science, and related areas have demonstrated such behaviors do vary with a person’s task or intent. For example, the emergence and evolution of social contracts studied in the evolutionary game-theory framework, where individuals choose messages considering their benefits and the state of the environment [27]. Thomas Schelling studied the emergence of macro-behaviors through interactions among agents with micro-motives [26]. Other studies on such real-life interactions have also focused on social-contracts and diffusion of behaviors [2, 31]. However, to our knowledge, how such heterogeneity of intent manifests in individual communication behaviors within social media, and how such heterogeneous intents affect information diffusion in a social network has not been deeply investigated.

In this paper, we present a first study of the basic properties of communication in a heterogeneous-intent network and their implications. First, through both user studies and large-scale data analyses, we validate that individuals’ specific intents affect their language style and, in turn, influence the specific messages individuals decide to send to their neighbors in the network (Figure 1). We find that, in the context of text messages in a social network (e.g., status updates, tweets), language style does vary with intent, and that individuals with different styles do choose to send or forward different messages to their neighbors.

Secondly, we propose a simple structural model of information diffusion within a heterogeneous-intent network and present the results of experiments exploring its emergent properties. We find that, not only are the resultant diffusion trees broadly consistent with previous models and
empirical observations, they are also able to reproduce empirically observed properties of diffusion trees that have not been captured by past models.

We address the following specific research questions in this paper:

RQ1: Are different intents better fulfilled by some language styles rather than others?

RQ2: Do people with different intents select different language styles?

RQ3: Can we observe signs of heterogeneous selection of language styles in social network data at scale?

RQ4: Can we model the implications of the micro-processes of intent-influenced communication on macro scale information diffusion?

1.1 Contributions

Through user studies, we establish the relationship between the intent of a message sender and the language style of messages, finding that not only are certain message styles more effective for certain intents, but also that people do strategically adapt or optimize their language to suit a specific intent. (§3) We perform two sets of user studies with crowd-sourced workers: (i) To answer RQ1, we validate that different message styles (such as emotional or logical argument styles) indeed have different effects on recipients (i.e., they fulfill different intents). And, (ii) to answer RQ2, we further analyze the relationship between message style and various intents of senders (such as having an intent to persuade a recipient, or an intent to appear likable or authoritative about a topic). We asked users to craft messages to fulfill a particular intent and evaluated their style preferences in the messages to study relation between style and a given intent.

To answer RQ3, we analyze Twitter message cascades and find that how a message propagation in a network is correlated with a historical representation of participating users’ message styles (§4). To understand how strategic local behavior may affect information diffusion through a network of individuals with heterogeneous intents, we perform a large-scale analysis of message cascades in Twitter. We use historical messages of individuals and language use as a representation of their styles and compare the styles of individuals who participate (or do not participate) in message cascades on Twitter. This way we explore how the style of the user relates messages and their participation to the cascades. We find that an individuals’ participation likelihood is correlated with the similarity between the individual’s style and the cascade message’s style, even after conditioning on confounding factors, such as the distance from the cascade root. In other words, the diffusion of a message through a social network is related to how well the message matches the intents of individual users.

Finally, towards RQ4, we posit a simple analytical model of information diffusion in social networks that accounts for heterogeneous intents and find that it explains empirically observed properties of structural virality that are not explained by current models (§5 and §5.1). Based on the findings of our user studies and data analyses, we develop a structural model which assigns a d-dimensional vector representation of user intent to each node, and similarly assigns a vector in the same latent space to every message. Then, propagation of messages by a node is simply controlled by the distance between the message and the user intent vector of the node. We study information cascades generated with the above model under various configuration of parameters, and show that the resultant diffusion trees capture properties of structural virality that have been empirically observed in earlier work, but not explained by previous models.

2. RELATED WORK

Our work relates to several areas of literature. First, it relates to research characterizing people’s motivations for joining social networks and using it to achieve their goals. One of the most common motivations uncovered in these studies is the desire to re-establish ties with old friends and sustain existing relationships [16, 23, 20, 5, 28]. Closely related to this is the motivation to use social networks as a communication and coordination mechanism among friends [23]. Studies have found the creation of new relationships to be an important goal for some users, and indeed specialized social networking sites (dating sites) exist solely for that purpose [23, 5]. In the context of professional social networks, individuals use social networking to maintain relationships, advance their careers and advocate for their projects [10]. A significant use case for social networks is also information dissemination, and many people are motivated to be seen as experts or authorities for trusted information, while others are more interested in receiving information [19, 22]. Our work adds to this literature through quantified analysis of the interplay between the motivational and participatory intent of users and their communication behaviors.

To reach and interact with such a diverse population with heterogeneous intentions, users adopt their behavior and language according to their audiences and subjects of discussion. There have been several studies demonstrating how people adopt different language styles consciously or unconsciously to suit a specific situation. Examples of these effects observed on language mimicry in the context of power differentials between discussants [9] and prediction of message popularity [30]. In social psychology, there has been a large body of work on persuasion and social influence [6, 8, 33] that talks about various cognitive theories and psychological processes behind how people convince and persuade each other. In this work, we show that different styles do indeed have different effects in the context of a social network communications; and that people with different intents adopt different communication styles.

There has been a large body of work in the area of information diffusion through networks. Several early models for information diffusion were inspired from classical dis-
ease propagation models in epidemiology, such as SIR and SIS [3]. Other related diffusion models for product marketing included the Bass [4] model that is based on an S-shaped adoption curve. There has also been extensive work on modeling the adoption or spread of an idea, content or product in a social network. Well known classes of models in this domain include Threshold [17] and Cascade models [15], that specify how a node adopts a particular idea or product based on the adoption pattern prevalent in its neighborhood. Leskovec et al [24] proposed a stochastic model to study information diffusion in the context of product recommendation for ecommerce, and observed that cascade sizes follow a power-law distribution. Other papers [18, 1, 12] have also analyzed and characterized information propagation (URLs, topics, trends, etc) in blogs using well known models of information diffusion.

In recent work, Goel et. al. [13] proposes a formal measure, structural virality, of the degree to which a cascade reaches its audience through broadcast-like mechanisms vs. viral mechanisms. Using this measure, the authors conduct a large scale empirical study of a billion diffusion events for news, videos, images and petitions on Twitter, and observe a wide range of diverse cascading structures with varying structural virality, and show a low correlation between popularity and structural virality. Our work on modeling heterogeneous-intent networks introduce user specific properties that affect participation to the information cascades. In this model heterogeneity of user properties capture effect of micro-level interaction on macro-level cascades such as varying structural virality that have not been explained by previous models.

3. INTENT AND STYLE

In this section, we characterize the relationship between user intent, language styles, and the effectiveness of these styles at fulfilling different intents. We answer RQ1 and RQ2 through user studies that are carefully designed to enable us to assert the intent of a message author (by explicitly assigning them a specific task); quantify important aspects of message style (through crowdsourced judgments); and quantify the effect of messages (by questioning the subjects in our study).

3.1 Methods

We want to explore the relationship between the intent of a user, the style in which they write, and the effectiveness of this style at achieving a given intent. Studies on user communication rely on observable variables such as messages or interactions among users. However, the motivation or intent underlying user behaviors is, in most contexts, hidden and unobservable directly. Crowd-sourced user studies allow us to assert this intent that would otherwise be invisible to us by explicitly assigning tasks to subjects. Of course, there are many possible intents that might underlie an individual’s participation in a social network, as well as many aspects of communication style that may be relevant to those many intents. In this study, we focus on 3 distinct and common intents of individuals and 2 aspects of language style in messages. The intents are:

1. The intent of being perceived as “likable”: a prerequisite perhaps to being sociable and friendly.
2. The intent of being perceived as an “authority”: important for people interested in gaining a positive reputation as a topical expert, etc.
3. The intent to persuade others: important for people interested in marketing, influence, and advocacy for a cause.

The two aspects of message style we measure are the use of logical and emotional tone in the text of a written message.

To provide a common ground for our analyses of the combinations of intent and style, we focus on messages where individuals express their opinion about some topic. For example, we ask a study participant to honestly write their opinion about a topic, at the same time asking them to write the message so that a recipient thinks that they are likable; or, alternatively, we deliver such an opinion message to a participant, and ask them to rate the perceived likability of its author. We perform these experiments for opinions about selected topics: products (Hyundai or Coca Cola); health & social issues (organ donation or organic food); and politicians (Barack Obama or George W. Bush) to analyze wide range of application domains.

To answer RQ1, we first study how measurable message styles affect recipients perception of author. We also studied how the style of the messages changes the initial opinion of receivers after presenting messages with opposite sentiment. To simplify the human labeling task, we focus on two-high level message styles: 1) whether a message contains a logical appeal or argument, such as facts and other detailed information; and, 2) whether a message contains emotional content or arguments, such as direct mentions of emotions (e.g., love, hate), or indirect mentions of things people care about (e.g., family, celebrities, memories).

We manually selected a set of 200 messages for each experiment topics. We annotated these messages on Amazon Mechanical Turks in two dimensions, i.e., logical or not logical and emotional or not emotional. Note that messages may be both emotional and logical; or neither emotional nor logical. Each message was presented to 15 judges. We then slotted a message in one of the four quadrants resulting from the {logical, not logical} and {emotional, not emotional} labels based on the decision of a majority of the judges. The inter-annotator agreement for this step was 0.75 showing a large agreement between the judges. In addition, we also asked additional 15 judges to label each message as containing either a positive or negative sentiment.

Analogous to the first experiments, we ran user studies to answer RQ2 by asking a set of 200 users to create messages on a particular topic with the goal of maximizing a specific effect. We created a “Human Intelligence Task” (HIT) on Amazon Mechanical Turk asking each judge to craft a message for a social platform to either appear likeable, authoritative, or to persuade friends to agree with her opinion. Table 1 shows a sample of the messages crafted by the sender and their subsequent categorization. Messages are then evaluated by 15 crowd-sourced workers based on different styles in the messages and how authors’ choice of message align with the most effective styles as measured in our first experiment on the perception of recipients.

3.2 RQ1: Effects of Distinct Styles

First, we study how the logical and emotional content of messages affects recipients’ perception of authors. For
Table 1: A sample of message texts written by study participants about Hyundai Cars, and labeled via crowd-sourcing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message Text</th>
<th>Sentiment</th>
<th>Message Style</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hyundai cars just suck. Mine broke down right after their guarantee period ended.</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Logical &amp; Emotional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyundai cars are not giving good mileage compared to other car brands</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Logical &amp; Not Emotional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyundai should come up with some new designs for their cars</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Not Logical &amp; Not Emotional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyundai cars are unreliable and of cheap quality</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Not Logical &amp; Not Emotional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyundai offers a sweet, stylish ride for less money</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Logical &amp; Emotional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyundai cars are best comes with good mileage and pickup. Great value for money</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Logical &amp; Not Emotional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyundai cars are very good to look and drive</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Not Logical &amp; Emotional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It looks good in design</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Not Logical &amp; Not Emotional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Receiver columns show how perceived authority and likability vary with message style. Sender columns show how authors choose to write their messages to achieve a specified intent. Message styles are labeled as containing (+) or not containing (-) emotional (E) and logical (L) content.

Figure 3: Average change in shift from a sentiment after a particular treatment. Treatments are symbolized as Logical (L) and Emotional (E), where \(x^+\) and \(x^-\) stands for having only positive and only negative instances, respectively, and \(x^o\) for mixed.

Secondly, we aim to quantify the effect of a message’s emotional and logical components on its persuasive impact. We considered users with different initial positive or negative opinions about a topic. For this purpose, we carried out another study in which the user was initially asked to state her opinion, positive or negative, on a given topic. Depending on opinion measured in five-point scale (strongly negative=0 to strongly positive=4), she was presented 10 messages of the opposite sentiment, all chosen from a quadrant which was chosen uniformly at random. After being shown the 10 messages, she was asked for her opinion again.

We analyze results of opinion shift to determine which message styles are more effective at persuading recipients to change initial opinions. We remind the reader that in each treatment, we presented a set of messages with identically labeled message styles, promoting the opposite sentiment to that held by the study participant.

These experiments demonstrate that whether messages use a logical and/or emotional style does indeed have different effects on recipients’ perceptions of the likability and authority of its authors as well as on the persuasive effect of the message. Next, we study whether message senders appear to strategically vary these styles in the messages they write.

3.3 RQ2: Adaptation of Style to Match Intent

In our second set of experiments, we ask people to write a message about a domain-specific topic with the specific purpose of either persuading or charming the recipient. We measure the degree of emotional and logical content chosen.
by the sender. In fact, on comparing the distribution of message attributes chosen by our senders, we find that, on average, senders do select the set of attributes that are best aligned for a specific domain and desired effect.

Figure 4(a) illustrates the distribution of message styles that the senders choose to send in respond to their intent. We observe that the senders showed a clear preference for a specific language style based on the topic, suggesting that the senders are indeed strategic in their choice of the message. Further, they exhibit a topic dependent behavior to create their persuasive messages. On products, emotional and logical are the only strategies that perform better. In the case of politics, emotional language plays a more dominant role in getting the message adopted while in the case of health & social issues, the sender benefits by selecting logical messages. We also cluster similarities between message style distributions by computing the Jensen-Shannon divergence of these distributions for topics shown as distance matrix and label colors indicates predefined categories (b). Similarities between topics are found to be consistent with categorical grouping.

4. OBSERVING HETEROGENEOUS INTENT AT SCALE

The previous section demonstrated, through controlled user studies, the relationship between a user’s intent and the language styles they choose to use. If we assume that social network participants act strategically, we would expect these people to select messages to propagate, reshare or retweet based on their own intents and corresponding language and content styles. That is, upon receiving a message, a person would be more likely to further propagate it to their neighbors if its language and content matched the requirements of their own intents. Thus, we would expect the propagation path of a message through a set of users in a social network to be strongly influenced by the relationship between the message’s language and content and the users’ own intents.

4.1 Method

In this section, we test this hypothesis through analysis of a naturalistic, large-scale dataset consisting of 1 week of URL cascades, and supporting information, including the follower-followee network among users, and historical tweets by users who received or sent messages in the URL cascades. In our controlled user experiments, we are able to direct people to act in accordance with a specific intent. In observational studies on a large-scale dataset, however, we do not have the ability to directly measure (much less control) an individuals’ intent. Instead, we use the language of an individual’s past posts as a representation of their preferred language and content style that results from their intent.

We build a vector representation of the language and content style historically preferred by each of the users in our dataset. The experiments in this section analyze these “language vectors” in relation to cascade content and participation, and network neighborhoods. Our results show that, as measured by their language vectors, i) people participating in cascades are more similar to each other than to their neighbors who do not propagate messages; and ii) people participating in cascades are closer to the cascade message than people not participating. Furthermore, we report on the key topical dimensions of language vectors that most distinguish participants from non-participants in our studied cascades.

4.2 Data

To begin our data analysis of the relationship between individual intents and information dissemination in a social network, we collected URL cascades in the topics of news and petitions during the period of August 1-8, 2012. We focused our data collection on URLs related to 3 popular news websites and 3 popular petition web sites, shown in Table 2. Our data set consists of 1) 15,264 distinct URL cascades, including 217,600 messages sent by 121,726 users; 2) the follower/followee graph for users; 3) two weeks of historical tweets of all cascade participants; 4) two weeks of historical tweets of additional users who might have received a cascade message but who did not propagate it further. These tweets were collected via our organization’s access to an archive of the Twitter firehose.

We join these collected tweets with a high-fidelity crawl of the Twitter follower graph, collected through 2012, to recreate the propagation trees for our collected cascades. For each of tweet m in our dataset, we first identified the author and the users followed by the author (“followees”). If any of the author’s followees had already tweeted the URL contained in m, we declare the follower’s tweet to be the parent of m. If more than one of the author’s followees had previously tweeted the URL, we select the most recently received tweet as the parent of m. If none of the followees have previously tweeted the URL, we label m to be the root of a cascade tree.

Table 2 shows information about number of unique URLs for given domains and the distribution of cascade sizes in
our data set. In concordance with prior investigations of cascades on Twitter, we find that only a small percentage of cascades grow to a significant size [13, 7, 14].

Accordingly, for each of the users in our dataset, whether they participated in a cascade or simply received a message from the cascade without propagating it further, we collected two weeks of historical tweets. Non-participant users randomly selected from the friends of participating users—this way we can assume they observe cascade tweets from their friends and choose not to participate. To avoid confounding our analysis with messages that are directly related to messages in our 1 week sample, we collected our historical tweets from the period of June 17-30, 2012 (ending a full month before the collection of our cascade data), such that any language/content overlap between the historical behavior of users and our collected cascades will reflect primarily language style and broader topical interests. Note that we make the assumption that individuals’ primary intents underlying their participation in the social network are stable across the collection periods.

To convert historical tweets into a model of the language and content style preferences of users, we apply an LDA model of Twitter content that maps the words in tweets to a space of 2,610 learned topics. The training of the LDA model is described in detail in Ramage, Dumais and Liebling [25]. Briefly, it is a partially supervised (Labeled LDA) model, trained on approximately eight millions tweets collected during June, 2011. The top 200 most frequent topics were manually inspected and given descriptive names.

We apply this model to map every historical tweet to a 2,610-dimensional vector. We discard all users with fewer than 10 historical tweets. For the remaining users, we build a user model as the average of the vectors of their historical tweets.

### 4.3 RQ3: Heterogeneous message selection

Our goal is to determine whether our models of user language and content style capture any difference between people who choose to participate in a cascade, and those who do not.

Figure 5 presents the average distances among pairs of people who both participated in the same cascade, and between pairs of people where one person participated in a given cascade and one received the message but did not participate. We see that in total, distances between cascade participants and non-participants (dashed lines) is 8.7% greater than the distances among pairs of cascade participants (solid lines) in the news cascades and 7.3% greater in the petition cascades. These differences are statistically significant at depths 0 through 4. This trend, wherein co-participants’s language vectors are nearer each other than to non-participants holds on average, as well as when conditioned on cascade depth. From this, it seems that users participating in a cascade are more likely to share a similar language and content style, as compared to their neighbors who do not participate in the cascade.

Now that we see that there is a link between the vector representation of people’s language and content styles and their participation in a cascade, we want to see if such a relationship may also holds between a user’s language vector and the language vector of the cascade messages. A second measurement, shown in Figure 6, measures the distance between people who received a cascade message and the vector representation of the root message of the cascade. We find that the people who received the message but chose not to propagate it are further, on average, from the root message of the cascade vector than the people who received the message and chose to propagate it. This result tells us that the similarity of a message’s vector to a user’s vector is correlated with the user’s likelihood of propagating the message.

### 5. HETEROGENEOUS-INTENT NETWORK MODEL

In this section, we describe a simple model of the micro-level behaviors of senders and receivers that captures the observations learned from the experiments in Sections 3 and 4. Most notably, while most previous models of information dissemination assume that all nodes in a social network are equivalent, our model incorporates information about the heterogeneity of users into the dissemination of information. Interestingly, while many previous models incorporate a stochastic element to determine whether a node transmits a message to its neighbors, our nodes transmit messages in a deterministic fashion, while maintaining a stochastic element during network initialization. Despite these differences, our model is able to simulate realistic properties of diffusion cascades that are captured by previous models, and also recreate properties of structural virality that have not yet been explained by previous models.

We represent a message as a vector in $d$ dimensional space, where every dimension corresponds to an attribute of the
message such as logic, emotion etc. For simplicity, we assume that the range for each dimension lies in $[0, 1]$. Hence every message $m$ is a vector in $[0, 1]^d$.

We consider an online social network graph $G = (V, E)$ with nodes $v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n \in V$. For ease of notation, we will frequently interchange node $v_i$ and index $i$. The vertices $v_i$ correspond to individuals, and edges $E = \{e_{ij}\}$, denote social ties between the individuals. Every vertex $v_i$ has a $d$-dimensional unit-length style vector $m_i \in R^d$ and an acceptance threshold $t_i \in R$. Vertices in the graph can propagate messages along their edges to their neighbors. For a node $v_i$, its set of neighbors is denoted by $N(i) = \{j : e_{ij} \in E\}$, and its degree is denoted by $d_i = |N(i)|$. We denote the total number of edges in the graph as $|E|$.

The dynamics of message propagation in the graph works as follows: Every vertex in the graph can act as a sender or a receiver of messages. A sender in the graph can compose a $d$-dimensional message vector $m$ and broadcasts it to its neighboring vertices. A receiving vertex accepts an incoming message only if the incoming message is “close” (in some $L_p$ norm) to its style vector. In particular, whenever a (receiver) vertex $v_r$ receives a message $m$ that it has not previously adopted, it adopts the message and propagates the same message to all other neighbors in $N(r)$ iff $||m - m_r||_p < t_r$. Otherwise it drops the message, and does not adopt it. We typically assume $p$ to be 1 (Manhattan distance) or 2 (Euclidean distance). Figure 7 illustrates an example of message propagation in a graph based on this model.

Note that unlike in the case of traditional information diffusion models such as Linear Threshold and Independent Cascade models, the adoption of a message composed by a sender node depends not only on the graph structure but also on the message vector itself. A natural question is then to understand what message a given sender should compose in order to persuade as many nodes in the graph to adopt the message. We leave this as an important area for future work.

5.1 Simulation Details

The purpose of our simulations is to validate that our model generates cascades that are consistent with past models and, more importantly, with observations of naturalistic cascade events. We first present details of our simulation setup. Then, we characterize the relationships between key parameters of the model and the virality rate of information cascades. Finally, we study the structural virality of information cascades generated within our model, and find that our model captures properties of structural virality that have been empirically observed but not captured by previous models [13].

Using the model presented in previous section, our simulation tracks the propagation of a message represented as a $d$-dimensional vector through a social network. Given the network of individuals, each associated with its own $d$-dimensional style vector and threshold $t$, and an initial
starting node, a message’s propagation is deterministic.

In each of our simulation experiments, we build a 1 million node network and execute 100k information cascades. Our simulation model is governed by 2 parameters that control the creation of the network structure and the propagation of messages: $d$ specifies the dimensionality of the latent message space and style vectors; and $t$ the maximum threshold acceptance distance for re-broadcasting messages.

There are two key stages to building and running an information dissemination model. The first stage is the initialization of the network of connections among nodes. The nodes of the network are each randomly assigned a desired message vector and a random threshold smaller than $t$. The network is initialized as an asymmetric network. Every node’s in-degree is assigned according to a power law distribution parameterized by $\alpha = 2.3$.

The association of a style vector to nodes allows us to experiment with peer influence and homophily within our model. To do so, we add two additional parameters to control the network initialization. To represent the effect of homophily—that an individual is more likely to create a social tie to a user similar to herself, we replace the random selection of a neighbor with a preferential selection, where the closest neighbor in the $d$-space is selected from a random candidate pool of size $n$, and the candidate pool is fully replaced for each selection. While the distribution of out-bound degrees is not directly controlled, this process does generate a heavy-tailed distribution.

To represent peer influence, $s$ controls the smoothing of style vectors between a vertex in the graph and its neighbors. More formally, each node’s style vector $m_i \leftarrow (1 - s) \ast m_i + s \ast \text{avg}(N_i)$ where $N_i$ is the set of vertices neighboring $i$.

The second stage of the simulation—propagating a message through the nodes of this network—maps directly to the microbehavior of a sender and a recipient described by basic model. We represent each message as a vector in the same latent message space associated with the nodes in our network. Following the basic model, whether or not a node will re-broadcast a message it has received is determined by whether the message lies within the threshold distance of the node’s own desired message vector.

5.2 RQ4: Testing our Heterogeneous-Intent Network Model

To determine whether or not our intent-influenced communication model correctly captures macro-scale information diffusion in heterogeneous-intent networks, we focus on two measures of information cascades: virality rates, and structural virality.

To compute virality rate, we simulated a million node network for 100k random initializations. We considered diffusion events with more than 100 adopter nodes as viral cascade. We define virality rate as the fraction of viral cascades among all simulated diffusions. Studying virality rates in our simulations, we find that for certain parameter configuration, namely, $\alpha = 2.3, t \approx 0.45, s \approx 0.45$, and $8 \leq k \leq 10$, our cascades fit previously empirically observed data. For example, we find that, consistent with past empirical observations, most cascades remain very small, and the rate of large-scale diffusion events (i.e., events reaching greater than 100 nodes) is roughly 1 in 1000 [13, 14].

Exploring the relationship between the four main parameters of our model, we confirm that as the space dimensionality $d$ factor for the latent space increases, the virality rate decreases (Figure 8(a)). The intuitive explanation is that as $d$ increases, the latent space becomes more sparse and the likelihood of a message satisfying the style vector and threshold of a sufficient number of connected vertices decreases. The effect of increasing the acceptance threshold $t$ or the candidate pool size $n$ and trivially increases virality (Figure 8(b) and 8(d)).

Structural virality is a measure [13] proposed to distinguish between information disseminations that occur primarily through broadcast mechanisms (one sender broadcasting a message to a large number of people, with relatively few or no independent decisions to rebroadcast or spread the message); and propagations where no one sender is responsible for most of the dissemination (i.e., multi-generational “viral” propagation). Specifically, structural virality $v(T)$ over a diffusion tree $T$ is defined to be the average distance between all pairs of nodes:

$$v(T) = \frac{1}{n(n-1)} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} d_{ij}$$

where $d_{ij}$ is the shortest path length through the tree $T$ between nodes $i$ and $j$.

One of the elements of empirically observed information cascades that previous models have not captured is the variance in structural virality observed in information cascades. In their large-scale study of information diffusion events in Twitter, Goel et al. find that structural virality is weakly correlated (0.36) with the size of a cascade—smaller cascades are more likely to have a broadcast-like spread, and larger cascades are more likely to have a viral-like spread. However, as the correlation is weak, there are many large cascades that have a broadcast-like spread, and many small cascades that have a viral-like spread.

Figure 9 plots on a log-scale the structural virality of information cascades, binned by the size of the cascade under two information diffusion modes. Figure 9(b) shows structural
the intents of users and their network connections are initialized, require further exploration in future work. Similarly, validating the findings of our user studies and data analyses across additional varieties of intents and communication styles, in more controlled and/or diverse user populations, and across larger studies and data sets is also important future work. Incorporating additional factors into our model, such as peer influence, also remains for future work.

Better understanding of people’s intents and the behaviors they exhibit towards fulfilling them can lead to improved methods of helping people achieve their goals. Better understanding of how people learn what language styles are most effective may lead to methods for helping people learn to be effective more rapidly and easily. There may also be implications for how people adapt and learn to optimize their behaviors, and the influence of social network features on that learning with concordant implications for their individual success and viral spread of ideas and emergent community behaviors in other settings as well, both online and offline.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Individual’s motivations for participating in social networks can vary greatly, and this heterogeneity is reflected in the wide-variety of behaviors and language styles we see in large social networks. Through a mixed methods approach, incorporating user studies as well as large-scale data analyses, modeling and simulation, we present a first study of the implications of these heterogeneous intents. We first validate the interplay between a user’s intent and their language style, and their effectiveness in fulfilling their intents. Secondly, we propose a simple structural model of information diffusion within a heterogeneous-intent network and present the results of experiments exploring its emergent properties, finding that it recreates aspects of empirically observed cascades that are not captured in previous models.

Better understanding and recognition of the importance of the heterogeneity inherent in large-scale social networks—especially the heterogeneity of the underlying motivation and intent of the individual social network participants—has the potential to lead to significant improvements in our understanding of individual behaviors and emergent community behaviors, and our ability to understand and direct network phenomenon of social importance.
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